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1.  PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER

• Extraordinary trajectory of the USIS films in Japan

• U.S.-Japan relations: enemies ⇒ occupation ⇒ anti-Communist alliance

• Diverse interpretation: entertainment, education, or propaganda

• Diverse interpretations by Japanese historians, media specialists, and educationists 

• Films reflecting not only U.S. diplomatic goals but also the demands and desires in the 

recipient country ⇒ complicate the roles of state-sponsored films



2.  ALLIED OCCUPATION OF JAPAN AND “CIE FILMS”

• Allied Occupation (August 1945 - April 1952) -- mostly the U.S. Army.

• Civil Information and Education Section (CIE) ⇒ “CIE films.” 

• 1,300 mobile projectors ⇒ “Natco films” from the logo of National Company (Chicago) 

• Films were exported by the Army’s New York Field Office, Civil Affairs Division, (CADNY)

• First nine titles (1946): mostly wartime OWI and ICAA films 

• More than 400 films from 1948 on.  (Smith-Mundt Act, Cold War cultural diplomacy)



3.  ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, OR PROPAGANDA
(1) ENTERTAINMENT

• The Japanese people’s excitement about U.S. movies dated back to the interwar years.



• In 1945, 2,000 movie theaters in big cities, while 90% villages had no movie theaters at all.

• Free film showings offered by the Occupation Forces filled their psychological hunger. (Both 

35mm in theaters, and 16mm by Natco projectors).

• Japanese film education specialists (many of whom held some kind of educational professions in 

the prewar years) visited all corners of each Prefecture to show the films.

• Japanese audiences did not regard the CIE films as “American” programs.

• 945,053,007 Japanese people (average 10 titles per person) watched CIE films.

• Sports, music, dance were favorite themes, while technology, education, etc. were also popular.



(2) EDUCATION 

• Two different kinds of “education”: practical knowledge & democratic education

• Infant Care in Feeding (1952) for nurses and mothers

• Insects as Carriers of Disease (1952) for health care workers and citizens

• American Stock Raising (1949) for farmers and milk company workers

• Democratization: objectives of the U.S. Occupation, and Japanese educators embraced it. 

• Modernization mission similar to the prewar colonial project. 

• CIE films as resources to spread modern, Western, democratic ways of thinking and living

• The occupation officers’ job: “to get behind this [Japanese] visual education officer and PUSH.”



Japanese-language educational materials for discussion after the showing.



• More than 50 titles (approximately 10%-15%) 

were locally produced.

• How to Hold A Meeting (1949): practical instruction of 

democratic procedure of meetings

• Let’s Square Dance (1950): used in physical 

education classes

• Men Who Fish (1950) : film by Okazaki Kozo, a 

famous Japanese cameraman

• Bent with the Years (1949): a farmer’s wife 

participates in the village meetings



(3) POLITICAL REORIENTATION (PROPAGANDA?)

• To eradicate authoritarianism and convert Japan into a pro-U.S. democracy:  re-education 

and reorientation policy of SWNCC during the war

• Cold War added another goal: an anti-Communist alliance with Japan ⇒ win “hearts and 

minds” and propagate American modernity. (Soft propaganda that did not look like 

propaganda).

• Campus Boom (1948) : accessibility of higher education to everyone

• American Working Women (1950) : various career paths and lifestyles of American women

• American Museum of Natural History (1951) : ordinary American citizens’ access to scientific knowledge

• Democracy’s Library (1951) : American newspapers provided objective information

• Japanese Bride in America (1952): happy marriage of a Japanese woman and an American GI



3. USIS FILMS IN THE POST-OCCUPATION YEARS

• CIE films were called the USIS films and managed by the “American Cultural Centers”

• Geared toward specific issues and closely aligned with the U.S. policies. (Not vague “soft 

propaganda” on American democracy or freedom.)

• President Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace campaign ⇒ more than 50 films, e.g. A is for Atom (1955) 

• NASA and space race ⇒ more than 100 films, e.g. Friendship 7 Comes to Tokyo (1962) 

• Japan’s entry in UN ⇒ The United Nations and Japan (1956), featuring Hara Setsuko,



4. ACADEMIC STUDIES OF THE CIE/USIS FILMS

• Early 1980s, CIE films became an object of scholarly exploration: de-classification of U.S. 

archival documents on the Occupation.

• educational historians focused on the positive influences of the CIE films on modernization 

and democratization of Japanese education. 

• Film Studies scholars paid attention to CIE films in the 2000s. Evaluation as educational films. 

Continuity from OWI. Gender analysis of CIE films.

• 2009-2011, interdisciplinary collaboration ⇒Yuka Tschiya and Shun’yaYoshimi, eds., Occupying 

Eyes, Occupying Voices; CIE/USIS Films and VOA Radio, (Univ. of Tokyo Press, 2012), including 

interviews with filmmakers, actors, and film adaptation technicians.



CONCLUSION

• After 2012, no collaborative study --- difficulty of interdisciplinary collaboration?

• CIE/USIS films as multi-faceted entity --- various academic perspectives with diverse 

research questions. 

• New direction of the studies of the CIE and USIS films --- more contextualization and 

more multi-archival research?


